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Having gratitude means that you are 
thankful for the good things in your 
life. It is an attitude that seeks the 
good in every situation and sees a 
silver lining in every cloud. Instead 
of being negative, a thankful person 
focuses on the positives and manages 
to maintain a healthy perspective.

Gratitude is: 
• When we are thankful and take care of what we have
• When we show our family and friends that we appreciate 

them
• When we count our benefits rather than our burdens

Having gratitude means that you are thankful to God and 
others for the good things in your life and look for the 
good side in every situation. You say thank you to people 
when they help you and don’t take your friends, parents or 
teachers for granted. 

For example: Shae’s family sits down for dinner. Shae 
is hungry and starts to eat straight away. Her mum 
reminds her to wait to say ‘grace’ before the meal. When 
everyone is seated, Shae leads the prayer, saying, “We 
thank you Lord for these gifts and ask you to bless them. 
Amen”.

Why do we need gratitude?
With gratitude we demonstrate that we are paying attention to others and we notice what they 
do. By being grateful you are more sensitive to the goodness in the world and this can lift you 
up. When we see kindness in action, we are more likely to be prompted to kindness ourselves.

 Suggested Activities 

Ask your students to think about:
 1    When was the last time you thanked your parent/guardian or teacher?
 2    Write down five things you’re grateful for.
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 3    Invisible Gratitude Messages
Materials
- Cotton buds (one per child) 
- Paper cups 
- A4 white paper  
- Lemon Juice  
- Envelopes
Give each student an A4 piece of paper, a cotton bud and some lemon juice in a paper cup.
Ask each student to write their name in the top right-hand corner of their sheet of paper before they begin this 
activity. Once the lemon juice dries, there will be no way to tell which message belongs to each student.
Each student will use the cotton bud dipped in lemon juice to write a short message of gratitude to their 
parents. E.g. Thank you for being the best parents ever or thank you for everything you do for me etc.
Instruct students to place their sheet of paper to a designated area to allow the lemon juice to dry and become 
completely invisible.
Students will then fold their message and place it in an envelope. 
Ask students to write the following note (or something similar) on the front of their envelope:

Dear Mum and Dad,
Please iron this sheet of paper to reveal a secret message!
Love from (Student’s name)

 4    Gratitude Attitude
Watch the video What is Gratitude? by The Jesse Lewis Choose Love Movement.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5Umo80x9og
Discuss the following:
What do you think gratitude means?
What do you think is the difference between being grateful and gratitude?
Ask each student to share something they are grateful for.

5  Gratitude Acrostic
For younger students 
Using the letters of the word gratitude as prompts. Have students think of as many things as possible that they 
are grateful for. Record your class answers on the board.
For older students 
Ask each student to write down three things they are grateful for using the letters of the word gratitude as 
prompts.
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6  Sending a Round of Applause
Choose someone at school to show gratitude to as a class.
E.g. school nurse, the librarian, the principal or the cleaner.
• Print the hand template attached on thick white paper. 
• Ask each student to write a message of appreciation or gratitude on the palm of their hand template (as the 

thumbs and pinky fingers will overlap one another at the end of this activity). Students may decorate their 
hand as they wish.

• Once complete, ask students to neatly cut out their paper hand.
• Using a stapler, the teacher will need to staple the thumb of one hand template to the pinky of the next 

until all hands join in a circle.
• Present the round of applause to the individual as a class.

7  Grateful Words
Ask students to share the ways they know how to say thank you in another language.
Allocate a day to each option that is shared. Each day the whole class must use that word as many times as 
possible in class. Keeping a record of how many times thank you is said in the language of the day makes this 
activity extra fun. See if your class can beat the record from the day before.
E.g.
Monday – FRENCH  “Merci” (Mare-SEE)
Tuesday – SPANISH “Gracias” (GRAH-see-as)
Wednesday – RUSSIAN “Спасибо” (Spah-SEE-boh)

8  Apple Cake 
Read aloud the Apple Cake picture book Dawn Casey & Genevieve Godbout as the video plays  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J67NMJqUaKg
Discuss the following:
a) What surprised you most about all the things there are to be grateful for that go into making an apple 

cake?
b) For which of the things mentioned in the book are you most grateful?
c) When you consider all that there is to be grateful for how does it make you feel?
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